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CINEMA AND VIDEO AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO
Le Monde, 2 January 1975
°Non-realistic» video, to use the common denomination, is not
the act of a few enlightened people, scientists living a reduced
career in art, irresponsible people siezed by the demon of electronic
On the contrary, it is the work of leftists who
manipulation .
dispute the hold which the wsystemn has on men's minds and the way in
which the establishment» shapes them, who question above all the
transmission of televised information, the electronic bundle scanning
the little screen to offer everyone the illusion of reality, or, if
need be, cinema at a discount.
The State University of New York at Buffalo (official name
indicating the innumerable ramifications of a complex university
which, across the entire State, reaches hundreds of thousands of
students, and in the organisation of which the present Vice President
of the United States, Mr. Nelson Rockefeller, longtime Governor of
the State of New York, played a dominant role) is today the spearhead
of experimentation in the .United States . The man responsible for the
experimental department of the University Is Gerald O'Grady,-a
personality still little known in Europe .
Originally from the Media Center of Rice University in Houston
(where James Blue works), coordinator of the video side of Knokke-leZoute, Gerald O'Grady came to cinema as an outsider. A medievalist,
he admits quite candidly, that he wants to bring to cinema, to television (and thus to video) and to media in general the theoretical
infrastructure of the traditional disciplines . He does not believe
that cinema and its derivatives are still necessarily bound to the
approximations tolerated by criticism. He does not dream of putting
the eneid into cinematographic hexameters, or of adapting the Discours
de laode for the little cathode screen. He possesses that rather
rare gift o intuition which allows his to combine a desire for
systematic reflection and experimentation . He does not expect either
cinema or video to copy the formal research of scholars in literature
and philosophy, or to extend the research in the fields of painting s
sculpture, or music,
The emphasis put on the term "media "
lies the
absolute priority given to communication .
la cinema, two personalities as different as Paul Sharits and
Hollis Frampton teach the-techniques -of
non-figurative art . Sharits
again brings into question our perception of the animated image, the
material reality of the object which is film . Frampton .is searching
well beyond the "impression of reality" , the battlehorse of whoever
claims to study cinema today. He categorically confirms cinema as
pure construction of the minds willingly bb sees in it the reflection
of the psychological mechanisms which condition every thinking being,
and he insists on the fact that everything in the cinema is delusion,
or at least paradoxical. After all, the supposed movement of the
cinematographic image arises from the phenomenon of the persistanee
of the retina, in which the retina actually only sees fixed'images
ot! photogrammes, which are joined together in the brain to create the
illusion of movement . Frampton propounds on the tone of humour of
parallel worlds having nothing more to do with literary expressions,
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The answer, when there is ones will perhaps lie in offering
man the possibility of thinking, of conceptualizing ten times faster
than we can today, in reintroducing the mechanisms of cinematographio
creation in the spontaneity of electronics .

